
Life in Lockdown 

2020-2021 
 

Dear Diary,  

 

It was all when the news declared... An unusual word called 

‘lockdown’ had been thrown our way. Confusion rustled, disbelief raided yet everyone had 

a hint of hope in them. Children were shocked they didn't have to go to school, parents 

relieved yet concerned about the deadly silent killer lurking in its invisibility 

cloak and people all around the world hurrying and panicking.  

 

 

When I heard of the word lockdown in March 2020, I felt surprised. This meant no 

school and online learning! Every day, I would glance out of my window hoping for this to 

end as it was very boring. I would do my online learning which made my energy drain out. 

It was all ok until there were many other lockdowns announced. Boredom overtook me 

and I had nothing to do. Every day I would look at the news, reflecting on what had 

happened. Me and my friends would talk to each other all day by phone since we couldn't 

see each other. Time passed by which felt like years. I found a few activities to do such 

as cooking, crafting, drawing and making new games up to 

play but the breezy, sunny weather looked very tempting. But we 

all couldn't go outside. All of us had a glimmer of hope inside of 

us… 

 

 

Now it's 2021, a year has passed, yet no sign of lockdown ending. It has been a tough 

year and now I have accepted what's going on since everyone else has. We have online 

learning and now it has become a bit normal to me but I still want to go outside and 

see my friends. What I crave most is going out again and enjoying myself. I cannot wait 

until I finally go out and meet my friends and go back to a normal life. 

 

I hope that this lockdown ends and I hope everything gets better in the future for 

everyone. We are all still grabbing onto that one hope… 

 

Tahia, Yr 6 Eagles 

 


